Inchcolm project by Bozdog, Mona & Galloway, Dayna
Date:16 oct 2016. 
Location: Inchcolm Island, Firth of Forth
In 2012 The Chinese Room launched Dear 
Esther (The Chinese Room, 2012), a video game 
which would go on to shape video game history 
and define a new genre: the walking simulator. 
Walking simulators renounce traditional game 
tropes like scores and in-game challenges, 
complicated controls and menus. As their name 
suggests, they foreground walking as “a mode of 
inquiry, a politics and an aesthetic practice” 
(Bassett, 2014, p. 399) and as a dramaturgical 
practice which engages the walker/player in 
critical acts of reading, challenging and/or 
performing a landscape. The player becomes a 
wayfarer (Ingold, 2016) in the virtual world. 
Dear Esther strands the player in a virtual 
representation of Boreray (St Kilda Archipelago) 
to explore its histories and legends, and discover 
the story behind its enigmatic narrator. 
In October 2016, the authors adapted this video 
game into a site-responsive, promenade 
performance set on Inchcolm island (Firth of 
Forth). In Inchcolm Project we designed a site-
responsive and game-responsive performance 
which celebrated site as an active component “in 
the creation of performative meaning, rather than 
a neutral space of exposition” (Pearson, 2010, 
36). 
How can game design and contemporary 
performance practices inform and contribute 
to the development of new and hybrid 
experiences?
• What forms can these experiences take?
• How can I create an experience
continuum across hybrid environments?
• What can I learn as a theatre maker from
game design and how can I apply those
findings?
How can I design for a moving body across 
hybrid physical and virtual environments?
• What performance and game design
methods are the most suited?
• How do I draw on these to design an
aesthetic experience for the moving
body?
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Inchcolm Project was structured as a three-part experience: the promenade performance (Dear 
Rachel, top), the gameplay projection (Dear Esther played live and projected onto the Abbey 
wall, middle), and the final musical performance (Mantra Collective performing the game’s 
soundtrack, bottom).
The project was showcased on Inchcolm Island as proof of concept, for an invited audience of 
50 guests from both games and performance backgrounds. 
GAME SELECTION CRITERIA
My motivation for choosing this game was three-fold. 
• Dear Esther started life as a mod, a creative response to Half Life, and also as a research
project. Its creators, The Chinese Room, were very transparent about their working process and
Dan Pinchbeck’s reflections on the design and aesthetics of DE were easily accessible.
• Dear Esther’s environment is evocative of Fiona Wilkie’s observations about the functions of
site in site-specific performance: site as storyteller, site as structure and site as symbol (2002, p.
158).
• Dear Esther stayed with me more than any other game that I have played. I wanted to offer a
response, and in the same time to see how ‘real’ a virtual world can become. The most
important design choice that I made was that regardless of how I will structurally adapt the
game, the setting must be an island.
The project responded to the site and to the game in equal measure. This became a necessity when I 
arrived on Inchcolm and realised that the performance needs to grow organically from the site and 
respond to the site’s specificity. I used Wilkie’s categories in working and designing for the site. 
In logistical terms, all of Inchcolm’s affordances and limitations impacted on our artistic choices. But the 
island’s physical presence also impacted on how the performance was structured, how we worked with 
sound, where the installations and the musicians were stationed, the routes and paths that could be 
explored, how we guided navigation, how we used the locations that were inaccessible. 
The island’s sensory potential was also employed to the fullest: the smells, the sounds, the colours and the 
textures, the mood of some of its locations, the spaces that convey certain feelings like isolation, 
exposure, awe, wonder, or vertigo. Inchcolm’s histories, tales, legends and superstitions made their way 
into the text. Inchcolm’s symbolic significance, as a place for meditation and ritual, as a refuge for those 
who seek salvation was also brought to the fore. 
Inchcolm’s histories, tales, legends and superstitions made their way into the text. Inchcolm’s symbolic 
significance, as a place for meditation and ritual, as a refuge for those who seek salvation was also 
brought to the fore. In addition, island spaces are paradoxically charged, drawing attention to a vast array 
of dualities: refuge-prison, isolated-connected (in archipelagos), insular-creative, heaven-purgatory 
(water, liminality), small-hidden. Islands fascinate and intimidate. The images of islands abound in the 
media as the islands in the Mediterranean, have turned into refugee camps. Islands evoke other islands, 
whether ‘real’ or fictional. These functions of the site in site-specific work are summed by Wilkie’s
observation that “Site-specific performance engages with site as symbol, site as story-teller, site as 
structure” (2002, p.158). 
DESIGN
Paper map handed to the audience upon arrival. The installations and the geo-tagged audio files are
represented on the map in abstract/symbolic form. The audio files are represented by the paper boats.
• Walking Simulator
• Environmental storytelling
• Location triggered narration
• Evocative of game location
• Accessibility and facilities
• Limited dimensions to allow free exploration with minimum 
supervision
• Theory: site-specific performance,
environmental storytelling in game design,
mixed-reality performance, immersive
performance, walking sims, adaptation, 
trans-media storytelling
• Documentation on Inchcolm
• Site visits
• Documentation on the refugee crisis (data 
and imagery)
• Health and safety, ethics, and risk 
assessment
• Assembling the creative team
• Adapting the game to a physical location
• Adapting the game into a live performance
• Designing located narratives
• Dramaturgy layers, designing for a moving, 
sensing, meaning-making body:
• Walking
• Watching
• Meaning-Making
• Sensing
• Exploring
• Listening
• Designing potential journeys, patterns of 
movement
• Sound design
• Set and costume design
• Sound tagging
• Installations set up
• Projection location
• Mapping the routes
• Orchestra set-up
• Costumes and props
• Run-through
• Troubleshooting
IP DESIGN STAGES
Working 
method
Step 7 
Feedback
Step 2
Location selection
Step 3
Research
Step 4
Design
Step 5 
Implementation
Step 6 
Performance
Step 1
Game selection
In order to achieve an aesthetic coherence between the 
game world and the site, my working methods 
constantly responded to both. The design of IP was 
developing as my knowledge of game design became 
deeper, and as I became more familiar (for lack of a 
better word) with the game and with the site. 
Repeated playthroughs interspersed with repeated site-
visits, prompted further reading which in turn 
provoked further design ideas to be explored through 
making which brought me back to revisiting the site 
and the game. This cyclical and iterative process can 
be mapped to the stages of the Action Research spiral 
of plan-act-observe-reflect (Lewin, 1946). When 
applied to artistic research these translate into an 
iterative process of “doing-reflecting-reading-
articulating-doing” (Nelson, 2013, p. 32) which 
underlines my research process. I have come to regard 
this process as an iterative, bidirectional cycle of 
listening and echoing. 
For example, the background image on the left shows 
a stage in the writing process where I deconstructed 
the voice over narration from Dear Esther into re-
occurring words and phrases. I selected some of these 
leitmotifs based on their aesthetic potential (to invoke 
an image or convey a feeling) and later re-used them 
in the text of Dear Rachel.
Echoing
Listening
Dear Esther, The Chinese Room, 
2012
▪ Theme: dealing with loss and guilt - at an 
individual level
▪ Movement: walking, slow paced, alternating 
landscape
▪ Spatial progression: linear, guided (the tour, 
the path)
▪ Setting: an island in the Hebrides, non-
specific, natural and made environments
▪ Environmental storytelling: traumatic event 
projected onto the landscape
▪ Sound: location-triggered, diegetic. Music: 
location triggered, non-diegetic
▪ Writing style: lyric, confessional, symbolic
▪ Narrative: open, lacunary, non-linear
Inchcolm Project, 2016
▪ Theme: dealing with loss and guilt - at a societal 
level
▪ Movement: walking, alternating rhythms, textures, 
landscape
▪ Spatial progression: non-linear, unguided (the 
search, the maze)
▪ Setting: an island – storyteller, structure, symbol, 
found and designed
▪ Environmental storytelling: site and game-
responsive design
▪ Sound: location-triggered, diegetic (natural) and 
non-diegetic (designed, mediated). Music: 
diegetic (live) and non-diegetic (mediated)
▪ Writing style: lyric, confessional, symbolic
▪ Narrative: open, lacunary, site-responsive
MUSIC AND SOUND DESIGN
• Responded to the site, the game, the narrative.
• Structure: layering of natural and designed sounds
• Delivery: 
• Headphones: intimate and isolating experience, easily pierced through by environmental 
sounds.
• Functions:
• Creates an omnipresent fictional space, everything you encounter gains narrative and 
semiotic potential. Emergent narratives.
• A quick way of establishing a fictional world and communicating its rules.
• Imposes a rhythm and pattern of movement.
• …of silence: Designing moments of silence (reflection, emphasis).
• Musical puzzle pieces, the musicians were scattered around the island. They
could be heard before they could be seen
• They were also playing a role: the ghosts of Inchcolm
• Instrumental solos from the game’s soundtrack performed by musicians live in 
situ
• Orchestral arrangement of Always and Ascension composed by Jessica Curry, 
arranged by Luci Holland and David Jamieson
• Diegetic (originating in the environment)
• Unmediated
VISUAL DESIGN
AND ENVIRONMENTAL STORYTELLING
▪ The design responds to the game’s themes: dealing with guilt 
and loss, forgiveness and redemption while in the same time 
engaging with the wider ongoing debates surrounding refuge, 
safety and humanity. The man in Dear Esther is coping with 
the loss of his wife, Esther, to a tragic accident that he feels 
responsible for. The man in Dear Rachel is tormented by the 
images of a capsized boat, a mother and her infant child 
sinking under the weight of their fake life jackets. 
▪ The traumatic event is projected onto the environment, a 
violent disruption of the natural landscape. This event is 
visually represented through recurring colours, displaced and 
misplaced objects, unnatural assemblages of natural and 
man-made materials.
▪ In Dear Esther, the island is gradually coated in fluorescent 
green writing, paint, car parts, emergency room 
paraphernalia, chemical symbols, ultrasounds alongside bird 
nests, broken eggs, feathers and bird bones. In Dear Rachel, 
Inchcolm is overgrown by parasitical fluorescent orange 
rubber and tape, dinghies, buoyancy aids, barb wire, metallic 
wind chimes, fishing nets, life jackets, wire birds alongside 
bark, feathers, egg shells, twigs, shells and sea weed.
▪ We played with perspectives, vistas and details, shadow and 
light, proximity and distance revealing natural materials 
bended into unnatural shapes, virtual objects materialising on 
the island, invisible traces made visible, some responding to 
audience movement some to stillness, some designed to be 
played with, some designed to be observed, micro and macro 
tableaus. We celebrated the contrasts, juxtapositions and 
layerings of environments, the bleedings, the piercings and 
the slippages, the eerie and the distorted.
MAP ITTERATIONS
COSTUME DESIGN
Costume concept Costume implementation
INSTALLATIONS 
DESIGN
Installation implementation Installation concept
Installation implementationInstallation concept
Game Environment Live Environment
▪ The IP archive gathers four sets of raw Go-Pro footage, 
three edited films: a short trailer, a slightly longer experience 
trailer, and a full walkthrough, event photos, site visit 
photos, drawings, recordings and notes, timestamped 
gameplay screenshots, the Dear Rachel final text and 
iterations, the 24 audio files, the IP map and various 
iterations, the installation ‘sketches’ (these are the visual 
references, images, photos and screenshots, that the set 
designer and I used in communicating about the design 
concepts and ideas), the scores for the instrumental solos and 
the final orchestral performance. 
▪ In assembling this archive, I followed Nelson’s advice that 
video documentation of the outcome is “most effective when 
mobilized alongside other documents” (Nelson, 2013, p. 89) 
which capture the research process. As Reason perfectly 
sums it up: “it is the archive, along with various 
representations of performance contained within the archive, 
which give performance form and meaning and that speak 
about performance” (quoted in Nelson, 2013, p. 91).
▪ In addition to the archive, the PhD thesis is in itself a 
document, which captures in writing the development and 
implementation of concepts, as well as the reflection on 
process and outcomes.
DOCUMENTATION
DOCUMENTATION
▪ In documenting the outcome I opted for using Go-Pro cameras (head-mounted cameras) in order 
to mirror the aesthetic of the performance. The Go-Pros recreated the first-person point of view, 
the shakiness of movement across terrain, the points of interest – the direction in which the 
audience/player looks but also where other participants - encountered during the event - were or 
what they were focusing on, as well as capturing environmental sound. Each performance was 
recorded by two participants, the filmmaker (Rob Page) and an audience member. This ensured 
that I captured the changing atmosphere and light conditions as the weather changed dramatically 
between the two performances. It also mapped four potential journeys on Inchcolm, as the 
audience/players were free to roam, so each audience/player explored the island differently: at a 
different pace and/or route, some opted for free exploration while others were aided either by the 
paper map or the Sonic Map on their phones. By capturing four journeys I managed to identify 
some of those patterns of engagement, which became even more important as unobtrusive 
participant observation was impossible due to the size of the island and number of participants. In 
the editing stage, I recreated, as much as the non-interactive medium of film would allow, the IP
“’feel’ of the event” (Nelson, 2013, p.85). The audio was superimposed over the environmental 
sound to mirror its geo-tagged coordinates on the island, and we collated footage from all the Go-
Pros to create one possible walkthrough as it would have been encountered on the day, lacking of 
course the sensory and embodied aspects of the performance. In other words, I recreated ‘a sense 
of “what might be”, rather than a fixity of what was” (Piccini and Rye, 2009, p. 46, quoted in 
Nelson, 2013, p.6). 
▪ In documenting the process, I captured those moments of creative insight by taking photos, 
recording and doing creative writing in-situ, as well as capturing points of interest in the Dear 
Esther game-world by taking screenshots every time I revisited the game. These points of interest 
could be narrative elements embedded in the game environment, moments of gameplay which 
elicited a strong emotional response, or interesting design choices which prompted moments of 
aesthetic appreciation. The screenshots thus worked as a diary in which I recorded ‘ideas’ to be 
explored through practice and eventually incorporated in the final design model. These illustrate 
how my design concepts evolved through time and how various production elements were 
gradually layered. Various iterations of costume, set, map and sound design illustrate the 
collaborative and responsive design process as it gradually grew and evolved. 
For IP the audience/players consisted of fifty invited guests, practitioners 
and academics from both video games and performance backgrounds. The 
audience responses to the experience were recorded immediately after the 
event through group-discussions prompted by six questions designed 
ahead of the event, which were handed to each group in a letter (image left). 
The questions were designed to prompt discussion focused around the 
three overarching theoretical concepts which bridge the divide between 
video games and performance: immersion, narrative and interaction. Each 
group self-appointed a moderator to avoid potential biases caused by the 
presence of myself (the artist/researcher). The recorded discussions were 
then transcribed and I performed a soft thematic analysis in order to 
identify what design elements had been the most effective. 
The responses helped me to identify directions that could be developed and 
further investigated through the second project, particularly agency during 
gameplay, and a sense of emotional progression developed in parallel with 
the physical progression through the space. The responses also suggested 
areas and fields which could benefit from the research, in particular 
heritage or historical sites and environments, natural landmarks or parks, 
family attractions so on. 
“I really liked the sensory experience when we 
walked through the small path with the err 
dling…the wind thingies, it felt really special 
to go through there”
“(Agency) It’s removed and then it’s given 
back at the end, with the boats… parallel 
narratives that shed light on each other. “
“it was nice to have that boat in your hand and 
then put it in the water, it mirrored what 
physically happened on the island as well as in 
the game.”
“I was quite taken with the wind chimes and 
the little environmental elements that helped to 
build atmosphere.”
“I loved the sensory tunnel, all of a sudden I
came across the little bits that lit up. We got a 
blue light to shine, wee torch and I was looking 
to see the ground and I thought you can’t see 
the ground with this stupid torch, and then of 
course it caught the light and after that it was 
quite funky. I found it quite joyful. I don’t like 
dark tunnels but that made me smile.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“It was something that happened while we were 
watching the video from the game that it’s based 
on when I realised that I was looking at the video 
but the feeling that I got during the day sort of 
came back to me, and I realised that it was so 
intertwined, what was happening, and the story, 
and the voice telling, and the music that you’ve 
been prompted with through the musicians 
during the whole day, it was just so, it was just 
so perfectly balanced, it was just so nice to get 
that.“
“When I got to the game part on the island it 
really did jolt. The live experience coming first 
it led you into that game, I really did feel as if 
that island was part of the one that I just 
experienced, I didn’t connect it back to when I 
played the game. In the virtual island I felt like I 
was connected with the actual island.“
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“Tonally the two things were very beautifully 
matched. And it was very well designed in that 
sense.”
“but the tone is very much of the game, and 
very sombre so you’re drawn to certain sorts 
of conclusions. I think if you were to play the 
game you’d be surprised how much like our 
walk around Inchcolm it felt.”
“And the theme for me it’s regret and looking 
back at things that you wish you have done. 
So then the picking up a boat and writing 
something that you feel guilty about, to me 
kinda says that’s you thinking about your own 
regrets and its your contribution to the story.”
“I felt as if I was retired to the island to live 
out the guilt of someone who couldn’t live 
with the guilt of the refugees in the same way 
that he couldn’t live with the guilt of Esther. I 
felt in a kind of deep sense there, the idea of 
exploring guilt connected them.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“now, because it (the weather) was so 
good, it became such a contrast, to the 
story and sort of, the darkness of the 
children getting the fake floating devices, 
that was just heart wrenching, and the 
boats and life jackets, yeah the floaters, 
the baby floaters. “
“The one that hit for me it was the parents 
who bought the life jackets for their kids 
and give them on to the kids and they just 
had, had this rubber tubes, and these 
rubber tubes actually work while the life 
jackets are fake, they didn’t.“
“I had a moment when I was looking out 
on the Firth and it was explaining what 
happens to your body when you drown 
and it was really really intense and I 
found myself looking out and imagining 
all of that. We stood there for about 10 
minutes.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“Everything has the potential to have narrative 
power.“
“It’s not a collect them all, the bits that you get 
help you piece together an experience for 
yourself, it’s not handed to you on a platter.”
“you were going through your own experience 
and your own interpretations and understanding 
of what you were hearing and seeing within the 
space you were in”
“I think that it was like a breadcrumb trail… It 
didn’t give you a tour or a direct story, little 
parts, they were disjointed and then you have to 
connect.”
“The story… I’m… still in my head sometime 
after I still try to piece the little bits together.”
“I think the story it’s all there to, it’s just a hint 
of a narrative that you build extra on, so if you 
do see something you kinda build a narrative 
around it and you tie it together yourself, so it 
grows and grows without necessarily having to 
do anything.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“The scenery was stunning and it worked so 
perfectly, how the island and the game felt. It 
almost felt like it was a shared history there.”
“The semiotics always trying to make 
meaning of images and of what you see, I was 
constantly making meaning of the space and 
listening to what this person was saying, and 
then realising that we are in a dungeon, he 
was talking about a dungeon, you know 
hearing the thing and also being in the thing, 
it was really powerful actually.” 
“I think it worked well using Inchcolm 
particularly, using the spaces that were there, 
using the broken remnants of the World War 
installations and putting visual images into 
them, and then working that into the ruined 
abbey. Especially when it seemed to play 
directly off the game which again is about 
ruins and the under-island caves, so I thought 
it set the tone very well using those spaces 
that were very well chosen, and I could see 
why they were chosen to go with that game, 
and why that game was chosen to be shown 
within them.“
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“And we lingered a while at the guy 
drinking his tea. That was fab. I like to 
think he is still there. I really liked the 
distance that we had with that one. Yeah, 
that was very cool. It did cross my mind 
that there was a way of getting there, but in 
the same time I didn’t want to break the 
distance, I wanted to preserve that, 
whatever he was there for I didn’t really 
want to know, I wanted to be left to fill in 
the blanks for myself.”
“I liked the guy looking out at the sea. 
That was a nice touch. Yeah it worked 
really well, especially with the audio. It’s a 
really cool setting, more in the distance 
rather than standing nearby.” 
“The installations were immersive in their 
own way, especially the guy sitting at the 
table, that one in particular made me feel 
like we were reliving a memory of his or 
something, maybe because it was more 
distant.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“when I came across those moments of 
music it was like you know when you go into 
a new area in a game, and there’s a music 
change, it wouldn’t have made sense within 
the rules of this world that she’d created, in 
this real world that’s not mediated to have a 
speaker, within the rules of the space it only 
made sense to have live music.”
“Actually seeing a live person there  made it 
more immersive, having a person there made 
you pay more attention. Almost like a ghost 
on an island.”
“And the live element of happening upon the 
violins or the flute because it was from the 
same place as the audio composition it made 
the live, the sound of the sea, the live 
musicians, the audio digital composed stuff 
all brought that into one and then that 
connected me to the audio in the game.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
“It was something that you said about 
how the instruments seemed to be talking 
to each other. Yeah because they were 
playing fragments of the soundtrack so it 
gave them a similar voice, they all came 
together at the end in the final 
performance but it was nice to have the 
fragments of it as you were going around. 
“
“The live aspect made me experience that 
atonement, finding myself making peace. 
Without that I would have been in a very 
dark… there would have not been a full 
stop to the experience, I would have left 
… the experience would have been left 
with a comma, I would have been left in a 
state of confusion. It gave a nice 
conclusion to the experience, and carried 
on the feeling, gave a nice feeling of 
peace.”
(Participants, Inchcolm Project)
• Game Think 2.0 Conference, University of 
Glasgow. 3rd February, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UL4ys
liTxS0
• Pecha Kucha, 20 Years of Games, Abertay 
University and Creative Dundee, 6th May, 
2017
https://creativedundee.com/2017/05/20-
years-games-abertay-university-powered-
pecha-kucha/
• Invited guest blog: Inchcolm Project. 
Scottish Graduate School for Arts and 
Humanities
https://sgsahblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/
16/guest-blog-the-incholm-project-and-
working-with-others-pt-1/
https://sgsahblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/
20/guest-blog-the-inchcolm-project-and-
working-with-others-pt-2/
• Practitioner report, Scottish Journal of 
Performance (peer reviewed), volume 4 (1), 
September, 2017
http://www.scottishjournalofperformance.o
rg/Practitioner_report_inchcolm_project_S
JoP0401_DOI_10.14439sjop.2017.0401.0
2.html

• BBC News:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-tayside-central-
37642462
• Develop-online:
http://www.develop-online.net/press-releases/uninhabited-
island-to-stage-pioneering-production-of-award-winning-
video-game/0225249
• Gamasutra:
https://www.gamasutra.com/view/pressreleases/283210/U
NINHABITED_ISLAND_TO_STAGE_PIONEERING_P
RODUCTION_OF_AWARDWINNING_VIDEO_GAME.
php
• Future Scot:
http://futurescot.com/shielded-vms-going-change-way-use-
cloud/
• Creative Dundee:
https://creativedundee.com/2016/10/uninhabited-scottish-
island-to-stage-pioneering-production/
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IP focused on using adaptation in the creation of a fictional, hybrid and navigable storyworld built 
as a response to a game and a site. In IP I wanted to pilot through practice a set of design methods 
informed by video game design and performance practice. The methodology combined theoretical 
knowledge about adaptation, mixed-reality performance, game design and site-specific, 
promenade performance with game analysis and practice-based methods: set and sound design, 
creative writing, plotting narrative and spatial routes, geo-tagging and mapping (Sonic Maps) in 
order to investigate how ‘real’ a virtual world can become, and how various aesthetic 
configurations can be developed through video game and performance spaces: space/time/body, 
fictional/real/hybrid, physical/virtual/mixed-reality, immersive/narrative/interactive. 
These methods were focusing on devising ways to design for a moving body in and 
through/across media and generate a navigable mixed-reality continuum. The audience/players 
can travel seamlessly from one medium into another, from the live performance environment to 
the virtual game environment, and back. These environments are purposefully designed to offer a 
meaningful experience for a moving, sensing and meaning-making body. In IP the 
audience/players experienced the performance, then the game, and finally a musical performance 
which brought the two worlds together. This continuum could be achieved if the two realities 
were evocative of one another, if the audience/players perceived the two worlds (the island in the 
game and Inchcolm) if not one and the same, then at least as part of the same fictional world. On 
Inchcolm island, I designed a fictional world that incorporated both the video game (Dear Esther) 
and the performance (Dear Rachel). Although these worlds were spatially and temporally 
adjacent, some elements from the gameworld were designed into the performance: sounds and 
visual images from Dear Esther were re-created on the island. For example the musicians were 
performing instrumental solos from the game’s soundtrack and elements from the game’s 
environments were incorporated into the installations (candles, feathers, broken egg shells). 
Furthermore, Inchcolm island was already aesthetically evocative of Boreray, the island in the St 
Kilda archipelago which was used as inspiration for Dear Esther. 
The performance expanded the world of Dear Esther, stretched it so that it could accommodate 
another story, parallel to it: Dear Rachel. The game served as an initial ‘text’ that has been 
reworked, reshaped and rewritten. This aligns with Hutcheon’s argument that adaptation is not 
only a process of transposing a work into another medium, frame or genre but is also an active 
process of re-interpretation, and re-creation (2009). Dear Rachel is evocative of Dear Esther 
while in the same time completely different. 
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